Earth's environment is dramatically rhythmic, and evolution has favoured organisms that can anticipate the daily pattern of light and dark. This 'predictive homeostasis' is a pervasive network motif, with endogenous biological clockwork (the circadian system) coordinating internal and environmental activity in most species. The aim of this review is to briefly introduce circadian science and highlight three qualities of the approach for psychiatry: circadian biology is well characterised, circadian function has direct clinical relevance and 'a view from the clock' aligns with growing calls for complex systems thinking in psychiatry.
Circadian biology is unusually well understood
The 2017 Nobel Prize in Physiology or Medicine was awarded to Jeffrey C. Hall, Michael Rosbash and Michael W. Young for work into the molecular basis of the circadian clock, specifically, cloning and sequencing the first Drosophila clock gene period in the 1980s. This discovery led to a true multi-level understanding of the mammalian circadian system.
The circadian system generates self-sustaining c. 24-hour rhythms
In humans and other mammals, the master oscillator of the circadian system is located in the suprachiasmatic nucleus (SCN) of the anterior hypothalamus (see Figure 1 ). Within the SCN, self-sustained rhythmicity is generated by a primary intra-cell autoregulatory transcription-translation feedback loop (TTFL) involving the activators CLOCK and BMAL1, and their target genes Per1, Per2, Cry1 and Cry2, whose products form a negative-feedback repressor complex (additional stabilisation and auxiliary loops interlock with this core process; Takahashi, 2017) . Neuronal and hormonal output rhythms of the SCN arise from nonlinear dynamic interactions between individual SCN cells, which themselves oscillate with different period lengths. Contrary to early assumptions in the field, we now recognise that virtually all cells of the body contain the core clock machinery, but differ from SCN cells in terms of operating parameters and tissuespecific gene expression patterns.
The circadian system is an open system
To meet its functional goal of synchronising with the light-dark cycle, the circadian system must adjust to Earth's changing photoperiod across the year. At the whole organism level, endogenous rhythms orchestrated by the SCN are entrained daily via external zeitgebers (German: 'time-givers'). Light, and in particular, blue spectrum light is the most prominent zeitgeber in mammals, influencing the SCN pacemaker via retinal transduction mediated through a network of cones, rods and melanopsin-expressing intrinsically photosensitive retinal ganglion cells. In humans, non-photic cues (eating, physical and social activity) may also act as zeitgebers acting on extra-SCN oscillators in peripheral organs and the brain. Exogenous events can also destabilise circadian function -the term zeitstorer ('time disrupter') refers to events like time zone travel, and light during the normal sleep phase.
It is important to be clear that the circadian system is entrained, rather than driven, by this exogenous information: the predictive quality of circadian function comes from the fact that entrainment of the internal world to the rhythmic environment results in a particular phase relationship between the two that can vary adaptively.
The circadian system is loopy
The circadian system has been described as an archetypal multi-level biological system, stabilised by multiple feedback loops. For example, there is a feedback loop between the SCN and the pineal, whereby melatonin synthesis is detected by MT1 and MT2 receptors in the SCN that moderate clock resetting to dawn and dusk. The SCN also influences the behaviour of melanopsin, the photopigment that is key to transducing light to the SCN. Critically for psychiatry, volitional behaviour also feeds back into this open system: people Circadian science and psychiatry: Of planets, proteins and persons can intentionally modify their exposure to light and other zeitgebers, and-in principle-modify parameters of their own circadian rhythms.
What is a 'circadian rhythm'?
The functional endpoint of circadian function is circadian rhythmicity in biological, behavioural and mental phenomena ( Figure 1 ). Importantly, a 24-hour rhythm in a given process may or may not warrant the descriptor 'circadian': The circadian component of a process is that part that can be attributed to endogenous circadian origin (cf. a rhythm reactive to 24-hour cycles in the environment). Circadian rhythms are typically characterised by the parameters of phase, amplitude and period. Archetypal processes exhibiting a circadian rhythm include melatonin and cortisol secretion, blood pressure, core body temperature and neurocognition (e.g. attention, executive function, memory).
Where does sleep fit?
Biological rhythmicity is phylogenetically older and more ubiquitous than sleep and provides an oscillatory foundation upon which the sleep system functions. From a circadian viewpoint, then, the sleep-wake cycle can be considered the most apparent circadian rhythm in humans: sleep and wake are simply different phases of a 24-hour rhythm in behavioural engagement (Murray et al., 2009) . From the viewpoint of sleep per se, the circadian system is one of two primary drivers of sleep propensity. Borbely's influential two-process model of sleep regulation proposes that the circadian system regulates sleep timing and architecture in a bidirectional interaction with sleep homeostasis (the build-up of sleep 
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pressure during the day, and its dissipation at night during sleep).
Under normal conditions, the sleep-wake rhythm is synchronised with the endogenous circadian timing signal, thus making circadian processes hard to discern. It is only with desynchronisation (jet lag, shift work) that humans notice the circadian driver sitting 'beneath' the homeostatic drive for sleep. For circadian scientists, similarly, 'unmasking' the circadian component of 24-hour rhythms from the sleep-wake cycle (which is moderated by circadian function but which in turn moderates most physiological and psychological variables) is a fundamental challenge. Complex laboratory procedures (constant routine, forced desynchrony) are the gold-standard for controlling confounds to quantify the uniquely circadian signal in such rhythms (the absence of entrainment conditions in these designs of course limits their ecological validity).
Circadian science has direct clinical relevance
As emphasised in numerous expert reviews (e.g. Huhne et al., 2018) , arguments for circadian involvement in mental health include phenomenology (sleep symptoms across syndromes), biomarkers (abnormalities of downstream circadian rhythms, clock gene polymorphisms) and the pervasive impacts of circadian function on metabolism, the brain and nervous system. Indeed, there is anecdotal evidence that 'chronotherapeutics' (including light and dark therapy, melatonin, sleep manipulations) are widely used in clinical practice, particularly in Europe. This clinical section emphasises circadian involvement in mood symptoms and disorders, a primary focus of research to date.
Far from being incompatible with other biological explanations of psychopathology, circadian function can be seen as a bottom-up context (modulator and/or mediator) for other systems implicated in psychopathology (see Figure 2 ). For example, selective serotonin reuptake inhibitors phase advance neural activity in the SCN, lithium and valproate increase molecular rhythm amplitude, and there is growing interest in circadian-reward interactions in mood and its disorders.
Early circadian hypotheses of mood disorder emphasised desynchronisation between internal rhythms. Seasonal affective disorder, in particular, is commonly conceptualised as reflecting a phase delay of circadian rhythms relative to the sleep-wake cycle. Consequently, major treatment guidelines recommend morning bright light therapy (and/or dawn simulation) in the treatment of depressions with a seasonal component. There is growing evidence from well-controlled studies that the therapeutic effects of bright light may extend to both nonseasonal depression and the depressions of bipolar disorder (earlier concerns about the potential for switching in bipolar depression have not been confirmed). In terms of mechanisms, it is interesting to note that bright light has also been found effective when delivered at midday, which is more readily explained through an amplitude-enhancing than phase-advancing circadian effect (or indeed a direct mood-enhancing effect of light, independent of the circadian system).
The long-standing social rhythm hypothesis of depression proposes that stressors and losses tend to disturb the routines of daily lifebereavement impacts meal timing, divorce or unemployment affect sleep quality. Weakened rhythmicity of routine, in turn, challenges circadian function, with consequent effects for motivation and mood. Therapeutically reintroducing daily routines ('social rhythms', as in Interpersonal and Social Rhythm Therapy, see www. ipsrt.org) may redress the circadian impact of such life events.
It is useful to extend the social rhythm hypothesis of acute depression into a diathesis-stress framework: The system's vulnerability to zeitstorer disruption may emerge from decreased robustness of circadian oscillation. Consistent with this idea, various measures of decreased circadian amplitude have been shown to correlate with mood disorder phenotypes and traits (e.g. Lyall et al., 2018) . Indeed, current treatment guidelines for the maintenance phase of bipolar disorder recommend exogenous scaffolding of circadian rhythms through lifestyle regularity, namely consistent sleep times (which might require antecedent attention to insomnia and other sleep problems), consistent meal times (extra-SCN oscillators like the liver clock are sensitive to food intake) and increased exercise/light exposure in the daytime (to increase amplitude of clock synchronisers like core body temperature). Ironically, the bipolar-linked trait of creativity may be a barrier to desirable lifestyle regularity: both creative lifestyles (having a few drinks after the gig) and a creative self-narrative ('The rat-race is not for me') are at odds with the circadian goal of consistent daily routines.
Clinically, a strength of circadian explanation is that deliberate behaviour is an understood component of the system (Figure 1 and section 'The circadian system is loopy' above) and circadian explanations are motivating for patients. It is easy for clinicians to describe the 24-hour cycle of behavioural engagement, and how disturbance in its amplitude or phase would have functional implications. Perhaps unlike serotonergic or HPA abnormalities, it is also easy for the patient to picture how their own actions (e.g. arising at about the same time 7 days per week) could redress such vulnerability.
Circadian science and dynamic systems approaches in psychiatry
As disciplines mature, they move from static to dynamic explanations. The emergence of feasible big data streams (e.g. Merikangas et al., 2018) have led to renewed calls for such a development in psychiatry. In this final section, I suggest that circadian science provides a template for, and is a necessary element in, a future dynamic psychiatry.
Modelling of processes is core business in circadian science. A focus of the seminal Cold Spring Harbor conference in 1960 was computational modelling of self-sustained rhythmicity, entrainment by zeitgebers, and so on. In psychiatry, more recent dynamic work has brought nonlinear mathematical approaches to circadian biology. For example, evidence that the SCN is a key temporal control node across multiple time frames (infradian, circadian, ultradian) has opened the door to testing fractal indices as biomarkers: we have shown that decreased temporal scale invariance correlates with propensity to, and presence of, mania.
High-resolution time-series measurement is fundamental to circadian science, and to a future dynamic psychiatry. An exciting methodological trend is the elevation of 24-hour activity monitoring through actigraphy (a well-understood form of wearable technology, originally from sleep research). Actigraphy provides a face-valid, non-intrusive, potentially clinically informative signal of synchrony with the light/dark cycle and hence vulnerability to circadian disruption (Lyall et al., 2018 ). An international research network (mMARCH) based at the National Institute of Mental Health is currently working through the mathematical, technical and ethical challenges of this data stream as a research and clinical tool.
More speculatively, circadian science may help loosen the grip of mindbrain dualism on psychiatry. Beyond circadian variation in states of consciousness (the cycle from awake alertness to slow wave sleep), circadian rhythmicity also appears in the contents of consciousness. For example, selfreported happiness and positive affect (including constructs like 'pride') have an endogenous circadian component (Murray et al., 2009 ). Indeed, prominent evolutionary philosophers of mind see biological timing as central to the emergence of consciousness -timing is central to the organism achieving its environmental goals, and cognition arises in the diencephalon as a refinement of the control of movement. It is intriguing that, consistent with such embodied approaches to cognition, Figure 1 describes a system in which mind, brain and world are adaptively interpenetrant.
Conclusion
Circadian science puts a strongly conserved, well-understood, open biological system at the heart of explanation and has demonstrated broad relevance to psychopathology. By emphasising multi-level adaptive functioning, dynamic models and timeseries methods, circadian science provides one pillar in an emerging complex systems paradigm for psychiatry.
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